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Abstract—This paper proposes an asynchronous distributed1

leader-follower control method to achieve conservation voltage2

reduction (CVR) in three-phase unbalanced distribution systems3

by optimally scheduling smart inverters of distributed energy4

resources (DERs). One feature of the proposed method is to con-5

sider integrated primary-secondary distribution networks and6

voltage dependent loads. To ease the computational complex-7

ity introduced by the large number of secondary networks,8

we partition a system into distributed leader-follower control9

zones based on the network connectivity. To address the non-10

convexity from the nonlinear power flow and load models, a11

feedback-based linear approximation using instantaneous power12

and voltage measurements is proposed. This enables the online13

implementation of the proposed method to achieve fast track-14

ing of system variations led by DERs. Another feature of the15

proposed method is the asynchronous implementations of the16

leader-follower controllers, which makes it compatible with non-17

uniform update rates and robust against communication delays18

and failures. Numerical tests are performed on a real distribu-19

tion feeder in Midwest U. S. to validate the effectiveness and20

robustness of the proposed method.21

Index Terms—Alternating direction method of multipliers22

(ADMM), asynchronous update, conservation voltage reduc-23

tion (CVR), feedback-based linear approximation, integrated24

primary-secondary distribution networks.25

NOMENCLATURE26

Sets and Indices27

B Set of boundary buses.28

Cj Set of children buses of bus j.29

E Set of branches.30

N Set of buses. N = P ∪ B ∪ S .31

Mt,N t Sets of follower controllers in asynchronous32

communication.33
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P Set of primary network buses. 34

S Set of secondary network buses. 35

X Set of variables for primary network. 36

Zn Set of variables for secondary networks. 37

k Index of iteration. 38

n Index of secondary network. 39

t Index of time instant. 40

φ Index of three-phase φa, φb, φc. 41

Parameters 42

An, Bn Topology matrices for boundary system. 43

NS Total number of secondary networks. 44

˜NS Setting number of secondary networks for 45

partial barrier. 46

kp
1, kp

2, kp
3 Constant-impedance (Z), constant-current (I) 47

and constant-power (P) coefficients for active 48

ZIP loads. 49

kq
1, kq

2, kq
3 Constant-impedance (Z), constant-current (I) 50

and constant-power (P) coefficients for reac- 51

tive ZIP loads. 52

pL
i,φ,t, qL

i,φ,t Real and reactive load multipliers. 53

pg
i,φ,t Three-phase real power injections by the 54

smart inverter. 55

qcap
i,φ,t Three-phase reactive power capacity of smart 56

inverters. 57

Sm
ij,φ,t Three-phase apparent power measurements 58

feedback from the system. 59

scap
i,φ,t Power capacity of smart inverters. 60

T Time length for termination. 61

vmin, vmax Minimum and maximum limits for squared 62

nodal voltage magnitude. 63

vm
ij,φ,t Three-phase voltage measurements feedback 64

from the system. 65

zij, rij, xij Matrices of the line impedance, resistance and 66

reactance. 67

τn Setting iteration for boundary delay. 68

μ, τ dec, τ inc Parameters for updating penalty factor. 69

Variables 70

Lρ Augmented Lagrangian. 71

Pij,φ,t Three-phase real power flows. 72
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pi,φ,t, qi,φ,t Three-phase active and reactive power bus73

injections.74

pZIP
i,φ,t, qZIP

i,φ,t Three-phase real and reactive ZIP loads.75

Qij,φ,t Three-phase reactive power flows.76

qg
i,φ,t Three-phase reactive power injections by the77

smart inverter.78

rk
n, sk

n Primal and dual residuals.79

Sij,φ,t Three-phase apparent power flow.80

vi,φ,t Squared of three-phase voltage magnitude.81

v̄i,φ,t Estimation of the nonlinear term
√

vi,φ,t.82

x, zn Compact variables of primary and secondary83

networks.84

xB,n, zB,n Compact variables for boundary of primary85

network and coupling secondary network.86

λn Lagrange multipliers.87

ρk Iterative varying penalty coefficient for con-88

straint violation.89

ε
p
ij,φ, ε

q
ij,φ Active and reactive power loss nonlinear90

terms.91

εv
i,φ Voltage drop nonlinear term.92

I. INTRODUCTION93

CONSERVATION voltage reduction (CVR) is to lower94

the voltage for peak load shaving and long-term energy95

savings, while maintaining the voltage at end users within96

the bound of set by American National Standards Institute97

(ANSI) [1], [2].98

Conventionally, CVR is implemented by rule-based or99

heuristic voltage controls at primary feeders by legacy reg-100

ulating devices, such as on-load tap-changers, capacitor101

banks, step-voltage regulators, in slow timescales [3], [4].102

The increasing integration of distributed energy resources103

(DERs), e.g., residential solar photovoltaics (PV), in sec-104

ondary networks challenges conventional methods; but in105

turn, it also provides new voltage/var regulation capabilities106

by injecting or absorbing reactive power. The interactions107

between CVR and widespread DERs have been explored108

in [5]–[7]. It is demonstrated that DERs can flatten voltage109

profiles along feeders to allow deeper voltage reduction. In110

addition, the fast and flexible reactive power capabilities of111

four-quadrant smart inverters enable implementing CVR in fast112

timescales. To achieve system-wide optimal performance, volt-113

age/var optimization based CVR (VVO-CVR), which can be114

cast into an optimal power flow program, has spurred a sub-115

stantial body of research. In [8], a linear least-squares problem116

is formulated for optimizing the CVR objective with a linearly117

approximated relation between voltages changes and actions118

of voltage regulating devices. The integration of optimal CVR119

and demand response is considered in [9] to maximize the120

energy efficiency. Voltage optimization algorithm is developed121

in [10] to implementing CVR by reactive power control of122

aggregated inverters. In [11], a convex optimization problem123

is formulated with network decomposition to optimally regu-124

late voltages in a decentralized manner. In [12], the large-scale125

VVO-CVR problem is divided into a number of small-scale126

optimization problems using a distributed framework with only127

local information exchange, which coordinates multiple bus128

agents to obtain a solution for the original centralized problem. 129

While the previous works have contributed valuable insights to 130

VVO-CVR, there are problems remaining open, summarized 131

as follows. 132

(1) Integrated Primary-Secondary Distribution Networks: 133

A practical distribution system is composed of medium- 134

voltage (MV) primary networks and low-voltage (LV) sec- 135

ondary networks, where most loads and residential DERs 136

are connected to secondary networks. However, previous 137

studies have focused on primary networks while sim- 138

plifying secondary network by using aggregate models 139

to reduce computational burden. The grid-edge voltage 140

regulation in distribution networks has not been well 141

addressed. 142

(2) Power Flow Models: Some VVO-CVR studies have used 143

full AC power flow models; however, the nonlinear nature 144

makes the optimization programs non-convex and NP hard. 145

Though heuristic algorithms (e.g., differential evolution algo- 146

rithm [13]) or general nonlinear programming solvers (e.g., 147

fmincon) can solve these problems, it often suffers the sub- 148

optimality without proven optimal gaps. Other studies have 149

directly dropped nonlinear terms (e.g., LinDistFlow) [12] or 150

used first-order Taylor expansion at a fixed point, to reduce 151

the computational complexity [14]. However, such offline lin- 152

ear approximation methods may bring non-negligible errors to 153

power flow and bus voltage computation, thus, hindering the 154

CVR performance. In addition, voltage-dependent load mod- 155

els must be used when studying CVR because the nature of 156

CVR is that load is sensitive to voltage. Therefore, the non- 157

linear ZIP or exponential load models further complicate the 158

VVO-CVR problem. 159

(3) Solution Algorithms: The VVO-CVR can be directly 160

solved by centralized solvers, which naturally requires global 161

communication, monitoring, data collection and computation. 162

Centralized solvers may be computationally expensive and less 163

reliable for large systems, which is particularly true for a dis- 164

tribution system with a number of secondary networks. The 165

information privacy of customers is another concern for cen- 166

tralized control. To this end, some studies have developed 167

distributed algorithms to solve VVO-CVR based on distri- 168

bution optimization methods, such as alternating direction 169

method of multipliers (ADMM) [12] and primal-dual gradi- 170

ent algorithms [15]. In [12] and [16], the ADMM is applied 171

to solve VVO-CVR in a three-phase unbalanced distribution 172

network. In [14] and [17], to provide a fully distributed solu- 173

tion, the convexified voltage regulation model is solved by 174

ADMM. In [18], different loading and PV penetration levels 175

are tested for optimal reactive power control in large-scale dis- 176

tribution systems. In [19] and [20], ADMM is implemented 177

for solving the optimal reactive power dispatch problem of 178

PV inverters. In [21], optimal coordinated voltage control is 179

achieved by ADMM for multiple distribution network clus- 180

ters. Note that the distributed control algorithms in existing 181

works inherently require synchronous update, which implies 182

that the computation efficiency depends on the slowest agent. 183

They are significantly affected by the differences in processing 184

speed and communication delays, which may deteriorate the 185

control performance [22]–[24]. For example, the synchronous 186
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distributed algorithms may lose the fast-tracking capabilities187

for large systems.188

To address these challenges, this paper proposes a leader-189

follower distributed algorithm based on asynchronous-ADMM190

(async-ADMM) [25] to solve the VVO-CVR problem and191

enable online implementation with feedback-based linear192

approximation, where the primary network corresponds to the193

leader control and each secondary network corresponds to a194

follower control. The contributions of this paper are threefold.195

• Mapping Primary-Secondary Distribution System to196

ADMM-Based Leader-Follower Control Framework: To197

better model DERs’ impacts and improve the grid-198

edge voltage regulation performance, we consider an199

integrated primary-secondary distribution system with200

detailed modeling of secondary networks. To solve the201

VVO-CVR problem in a distributed way, we first split202

the primary and secondary networks from modeling per-203

spective, then introduce coupling constraints at boundary204

nodes, finally map the primary and secondary networks205

into leader and follower controllers in ADMM distributed206

framework.207

• Online Feedback-Based Linear Approximation Method208

for Power Flow and ZIP Load: We propose an online209

feedback-based linear approximation method, where the210

instantaneous power and voltage measurements are used211

as system feedback in each iteration of ADMM to lin-212

earize the nonlinear terms of power flow calculation213

for both power flow and ZIP load models, which can214

significantly reduce the computational complexity and215

linearization errors by instantaneously tracking system216

variations.217

• Asynchronous Implementation of ADMM: We develop an218

asynchronous counterpart of conventional ADMM-based219

distributed control algorithms, which is robust against220

non-uniform update rates and communication delays,221

making it suitable for real-world applications.222

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:223

Section II presents the overall framework of the proposed224

method. Section III describes a centralized VVO-CVR in an225

integrated primary-secondary distribution system. Section IV226

proposes the distributed algorithm with online and asyn-227

chronous implementation. Simulation results and conclusions228

are given in Section V and Section VI, respectively.229

II. OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK230

The general framework of the proposed distributed CVR231

with online and asynchronous implementations is shown in232

Fig. 1. A VVO-CVR framework that dispatches smart inverters233

is developed for unbalanced three-phase distribution systems.234

The integration of primary-secondary networks with detailed235

secondary network models will be taken into account for236

better voltage regulation at grid-edge. Inspired by the phys-237

ical structure of the distribution systems shown in Fig. 1,238

the primary network corresponds to the leader controller239

and each secondary system corresponds to a follower con-240

troller. We then develop a distributed solution algorithm via241

ADMM framework to solve the VVO-CVR problem in a242

Fig. 1. Overall framework of the proposed distributed CVR with online and
asynchronous implementations.

leader-follower distributed fashion, where the leader and fol- 243

lowers controllers only exchange aggregate power and voltage 244

magnitude information at boundaries. Note that, we specially 245

address the asynchronous counterpart of the distributed solver 246

to achieve robust and fast solutions while guaranteeing the 247

convergence. 248

The nonlinear power flow and ZIP load models make the 249

proposed problem nonconvex. To handle this issue, we propose 250

to leverage voltage and line flow measurements as feedback 251

to linearize these nonlinear models and make the program 252

tractable. This feedback-based linear approximation method 253

will be embedded within the distribution solution algorithm 254

and combined with the online implementation of the dis- 255

tributed algorithm, where the reactive power outputs of smart 256

inverters will be updated at each iteration by solving a time- 257

varying convex optimization program in a leader-follower 258

distributed fashion. In this way, we transform the conventional 259

offline VVO-CVR to be an online feedback-based control 260

model. 261

III. OPTIMAL CVR IN INTEGRATED 262

PRIMARY-SECONDARY DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS 263

A. Modeling Integrated Primary-Secondary Distribution 264

Networks 265

A real distribution system consists of substation transform- 266

ers, MV primary networks, service transformers, and LV 267

secondary networks. Here, we consider a three-phase radial 268

distribution system with N buses denoted by set N and N− 1 269

branches denoted by set E . The buses in primary network and 270

secondary networks are denoted by sets P and S , respec- 271

tively. The three-phase φa, φb, φc are simplified as φ. The 272

time instance is represented by t. For each bus i ∈ N , 273

pZIP
i,φ,t, qZIP

i,φ,t ∈ R3×1 are the vector of three-phase real and 274

reactive ZIP loads at time t; pg
i,φ,t, qg

i,φ,t ∈ R3×1 are the vector 275

of three-phase real and reactive power injections by the smart 276

inverter at time t; vi,φ,t := Vi,φ,t � Vi,φ,t ∈ R3×1 represents 277

the vector of three-phase squared voltage magnitude at time t. 278

Cj denotes the set of children buses. For any branch (i, j) ∈ E , 279

zij = rij + ixij ∈ C3×3 are matrices of the three-phase branch 280
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resistance and reactance; Sij,φ,t = Pij,φ,t + iQij,φ,t ∈ C3×1
281

denote the vector of three-phase real and reactive power flow282

from buses i to j at time t.283

Most of the loads and DERs are connected to secondary284

networks, the power flows through the service transformers can285

be equivalently considered as the power injections pi,φ,t, qi,φ,t286

at the boundary bus i ∈ B (i.e., LV side bus of service trans-287

former), where B ⊆ N denotes the boundary bus set and let288

bus i′ be the copy of bus i at time t. Accordingly, the physical289

coupling of active power, reactive power and voltage at the290

boundary bus i are expressed as,291

pi,φ,t +
∑

j∈Ni

Pi′j,φ,t = 0, ∀i ∈ B (1)292

qi,φ,t +
∑

j∈Ni

Qi′j,φ,t = 0, ∀i ∈ B (2)293

vi,φ,t − vi′,φ,t = 0, ∀i ∈ B. (3)294

B. VVO-Based CVR295

The aim of CVR is to reduce the total power consumption of296

the entire system while maintaining a feasible voltage profile297

across primary and secondary networks. Therefore, the VVO-298

CVR program can be formulated as follows,299

min
∑

j:0→j

∑

φ∈{a,b,c}

Re
{

S0j,φ,t
}

(4a)300

s.t. (1)-(3)301

Pij,φ,t =
∑

k:j→k

Pjk,φ,t − pg
j,φ,t + pZIP

j,φ,t + ε
p
ij,φ,t (4b)302

Qij,φ,t =
∑

k:j→k

Qjk,φ,t − qg
j,φ,t + qZIP

j,φ,t + ε
q
ij,φ,t (4c)303

vj,φ,t = vi,φ,t − 2
(

r̄ij � Pij,φ,t + x̄ij � Qij,φ,t
)+ εv

i,φ,t304

(4d)305

pZIP
i,φ,t = pL

i,φ,t �
(

kp
i,1 · vi,φ,t + kp

i,2 ·
√

vi,φ,t + kp
i,3

)

(4e)306

qZIP
i,φ,t = qL

i,φ,t �
(

kq
i,1 · vi,φ,t + kq

i,2 ·
√

vi,φ,t + kq
i,3

)

(4f)307

vmin ≤ vi,φ,t ≤ vmax,∀i ∈ N (4g)308

−qcap
i,φ,t ≤ qg

i,φ,t ≤ qcap
i,φ,t, ∀i ∈ G. (4h)309

In objective (4a), the Re{S0j,φ,t} denotes the three-phase310

active power supplied from the substation of the feeders at311

time t. For any branch (i, j) ∈ E , the unbalanced three-phase312

branch flow model can be represented by constraints (4b)–(4d).313

Here, the � and � denote the element-wise multiplication and314

division. If the network is not too severely unbalanced [14],315

then the voltage magnitudes between the phases are simi-316

lar and relative phase unbalance α is small. The unbalanced317

three-phase resistance matrix r̄ij and reactance matrix x̄ij can318

be referred to [12]. The active and reactive ZIP loads pZIP
i,φ,t319

and qZIP
i,φ,t are calculated in constraints (4e) and (4f), where320

pL
i,φ,t, qL

i,φ,t ∈ R3×1 are the vectors of three-phase active and321

reactive load multipliers on bus i, respectively. kp
i,1, kp

i,2, kp
i,3322

and kq
i,1, kq

i,2, kq
i,3 are constant-impedance (Z), constant-current323

(I) and constant-power (P) coefficients for active and reactive324

ZIP loads on bus i. Our work is proposing a distributed CVR325

model based on static optimal power flow problem, which326

focuses on system level optimization. The dynamic model, 327

such as induction motor, is not included in the scope of our 328

work. In constraint (4g), the (squared) bus voltage magni- 329

tude limits are set to the bus voltage vmin and vmax, which 330

are typically [0.952, 1.052] p.u., respectively. The nodal volt- 331

age constraint (4g) is applied to all nodes in the distribution 332

system, including primary network and secondary networks. 333

In constraint (4h), the reactive power output of smart 334

inverter is limited by the available reactive power of smart 335

inverters qcap
i,φ,t. Based on the capacity of the smart inverter 336

scap
i,φ,t and the active power output of smart inverter pg

i,φ,t, we 337

can calculate the available capacity for reactive power gener- 338

ation of smart inverters qcap
i,φ,t. According to the requirement 339

for reactive power capability of the DERs in IEEE 1547-2018 340

Standard [26], the DERs shall provide voltage regulation capa- 341

bility by injecting reactive power or absorbing reactive power. 342

Therefore, we assume there are enough reactive power capa- 343

bility for DER inverters in our proposed VVO-CVR problem. 344

We also assume the DER system operates with the maximum 345

power point tracking for active power control. Note that we 346

focus on proposing an online distributed VVO-CVR to opti- 347

mally dispatch the smart inverters in fast timescale. However, 348

the conventional voltage regulation devices, such as on-load 349

tap changer (OLTC) and capacitor banks (CBs), have slow 350

reaction speed and limited number of switching operation, 351

which cannot handle the fast changes in system states caused 352

by loads and renewable energy resources in modern distribu- 353

tion systems. Thus, they should be controlled in a rather slow 354

timescale instead of together with smart inverters, which is 355

out of the scope of this paper. But it should be highlighted 356

that, the operation of OLTC and CBs can be controlled by 357

the leader controller, of which the impact can be taken into 358

account in the fast timescale control of smart inverters. In this 359

way, the coordination among them can be easily achieved. 360

The power flow model (4b)–(4d) includes non-linear terms 361

ε
p
ij,φ, ε

q
ij,φ and εv

i,φ . In the unbalanced three-phase branch 362

flow model, these nonlinear terms render the program non- 363

convex that is hard to solver. However, simply dropping 364

these nonlinear terms may cause non-negligible modeling 365

errors that deteriorates the voltage regulation performance. 366

Similarly, when calculating active/reactive ZIP loads in con- 367

straints (4e) and (4f), the nonlinear part
√

vi,φ,t also introduces 368

non-convexity. To make the problem tractable, we propose 369

to estimate the nonlinear terms with instantaneous voltage 370

and line flow measurements, which can be referred to as a 371

feedback-based linear approximation method. Such approxi- 372

mate models of power flow and ZIP load are integrated with 373

the online implementation of the distributed solver, which will 374

be detailed in Section IV-C. 375

C. Reformulating VVO-CVR for Distributed Solution by 376

Splitting Primary and Secondary Networks 377

We first compactly define the decision vector x := 378

[pi,φ,t, qi,φ,t, vi,φ,t]T , i ∈ P for primary network and zn := 379

[Pi′j,φ,t, Qi′j,φ,t, vi′,φ,t]T , i ∈ S for nth secondary network, that 380

consist of all the active/reactive branch flows and squared 381

bus voltage magnitudes belonging to the primary network 382
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Fig. 2. An example of leader-follower async-ADMM framework.

and nth secondary network, respectively. Accordingly, the383

boundary variables xB,n and zB,n (sub-vectors of x and384

zn, respectively) regarding nth secondary network (suppose385

bus i is the boundary bus) can be compactly represented386

by: xB,n := [pi,φ,t, qi,φ,t, vi,φ,t]T , i ∈ B and zB,n :=387

[
∑

j∈Ci
Pi′j,φ,t,

∑

j∈Ci
Qi′j,φ,t, vi′,φ,t]T , i ∈ B, respectively. By388

decomposing the constraints into primary network, secondary389

networks and boundary systems, the VVO-CVR problem in390

(1)–(3) and (4) can be compactly reformulated as,391

min
x,zn,∀n

f (x) (5a)392

s.t. x ∈ X := {x|(4b)–(4g)} (5b)393

zn ∈ Zn := {zn|(4b)–(4h)}, ∀n (5c)394

AnxB,n + BnzB,n = 0 ⇐⇒ {(1)–(3)}, ∀n (5d)395

where constraint sets (5d) is defined for boundary system. The396

An = I9 and Bn = blkdiag(I6,−I3) for three-phase secondary397

networks and An = I3 and Bn = blkdiag(I2,−I1) for single-398

phase secondary networks, where Im denotes the m×m identity399

matrix.400

IV. PROPOSED DISTRIBUTED SOLUTION ALGORITHM FOR401

ASYNCHRONOUS AND ONLINE IMPLEMENTATIONS402

A. Standard Distributed Solution Algorithm via ADMM403

The augmented Lagrangian of the compact VVO-based404

CVR (5) is shown as,405

Lρ = f (x)+
NS
∑

n=1

λn �
(

An � xB,n + Bn � zB,n
)

406

+
NS
∑

n=1

ρk

2

∥

∥An � xB,n + Bn � zB,n
∥

∥

2
2 (6)407

where the λn is the vector of the Lagrange multipliers for408

the primary network (leader controller) and the coupling nth409

secondary network (follower controller), k denotes the iteration410

index, and ρk > 0 is the iterative varying penalty coefficient411

for constraint violation.412

The ADMM solves the problem (5) by alternatingly min-413

imizing the augmented Lagrangian (6) over x, zn and λn. It414

consists of the following steps: (i) By (7), the leader con-415

troller first updates the variables x associated with primary416

system, where the update boundary variables xk+1
B,n will be417

sent to each corresponding follower controller. (ii) By (8),418

the follower controllers update the variables zn associated with419

each secondary system by. Since each distributed follower con-420

troller only solves the problem in terms of the local variables421

in secondary systems so that this step can be performed in422

parallel. The updated boundary variables zk+1
B,n will be sent to 423

the leader controller. (iii) As in (9), each follower controller 424

is also responsible for updating the variables λn by xk+1
B,n and 425

zk+1
B,n . The newly updated variables λk+1

n will be sent to the 426

leader controller. 427

xk+1 ← arg min
x∈X

f (x)+
Ns
∑

n=1

λk
n �

(

An � xB,n + Bn � zk
B,n

)

428

+
Ns
∑

n=1

ρk

2

∥

∥

∥An � xB,n + Bn � zk
B,n

∥

∥

∥

2

2
, (7) 429

zk+1
n ← arg min

zn∈Zn

λk
n �

(

An � xk+1
B,n + Bn � zB,n

)

430

+ ρk

2

∥

∥

∥An � xk+1
B,n + Bn � zB,n

∥

∥

∥

2

2
, (8) 431

λk+1
n ← λk

n + ρk(An � xk+1
B,n + Bn � zk+1

B,n ), (9) 432

where the sync-ADMM necessitates the use of a global 433

clock k for both leader controller and follower controllers. 434

The convergence and optimality analyses of this conventional 435

sync-ADMM can be found in [27]. 436

B. Asynchronous Implementation 437

When implementing sync-ADMM to solve the VVO-CVR 438

in above formulations (7)–(9), the leader controller of the pri- 439

mary network has to wait till all the follower controllers of the 440

secondary networks finish updating their variables zn to receive 441

the latest boundary variables zB,n and proceed. Thus, the sync- 442

ADMM is not ideal for optimally dispatching smart inverters 443

in a fast timescale and robust for communication delay. To 444

alleviate this problem, an async-ADMM method [25] is imple- 445

mented, where the leader controller only needs to receive the 446

updates from a minimum number of ˜NS ≥ 1 follower con- 447

trollers, and ˜NS can be much smaller than the total number 448

of follower controllers NS. This relaxation is the so called 449

partial barrier. Here a small number of ˜NS based on partial 450

barrier means that the update frequencies of the slow follower 451

controllers can be much less than those faster follower con- 452

trollers. To ensure sufficient freshness of all the updates, we 453

also require a bounded delay, i.e., the n-th follower controller 454

must communicate with the leader controller and receive the 455

results from the leader controller for updating local variables at 456

least once every τn ≥ 1 iterations. Consequently, the update in 457

every follower controller can be at most τn iterations later than 458

the leader’s clock. An example of the asynchronous update is 459

given in Fig. 2, where the partial barrier ˜NS = 2. In this exam- 460

ple, the leader controller receives the updates from follower 461

controller 1 at clock time two; the leader controller receives 462

the updates from follower controllers 2 and 5 at clock time 463

three; the leader controller receives the updates from follower 464

controllers 3 and 4 at clock time six. Meanwhile, the leader 465

controller has already preserved the update of follower con- 466

troller 1 for five iterations and follower controllers 2 and 5 for 467

four iterations. 468

The convergence rate of this async-ADMM is in the order of 469

O(NSτn/2T˜NS) [25]. The T is the total time length for termi- 470

nation. This convergence rate can be intuitively explained by 471
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different value of NS, ˜NS and τn: (i) If the number of secondary472

networks in the system, NS, is large, more iterations k in the473

async-ADMM are needed for convergence. It is because each474

follower controller’s update is less informative with a smaller475

data subset. (ii) If there is a large number ˜NS of secondary476

networks exchanging information with the primary network in477

the async-ADMM, the number of iterations k required for con-478

vergence is reduced. This is because the primary network can479

collect more information from the secondary networks in each480

iteration. (iii) If a large τn exists, due to the very infrequent481

information exchange between the leader controller and fol-482

lower controllers, a larger number of iteration k is needed for483

convergence. To further improve the convergence performance484

and capture fast system variation of the async-ADMM, as485

well as make the performance less dependent on the initial486

choice, we implement an iterative varying penalty update [27]487

as follows,488

ρk+1 :=
⎧

⎨

⎩

τ incρk, if
∥

∥rk
∥

∥

2 > μ
∥

∥sk
∥

∥

2
ρk/τ dec, if

∥

∥sk
∥

∥

2 > μ
∥

∥rk
∥

∥

2
ρk, otherwise

(10)489

where μ > 1, τ dec > 1 and τ inc > 1 are the updat-490

ing parameters. The primal and dual residuals rk
n and sk

n are491

calculated as,492

rk
n = An � xk

B,n + Bn � zk
B,n,∀n (11)493

sk
n = ρkAT

n � Bn

(

zk+1
B,n − zk

B,n

)

,∀n. (12)494

C. Online Implementation495

To accurately track the fast variations of renewable gen-496

eration and load demand for better CVR performance, we497

address the online implementation of the proposed distributed498

algorithm. In this context, we directly represent the iteration499

index by a symbol t in the distributed algorithm. Specifically,500

the instantaneous power and voltage measurements at time501

t − 1 are used as the system feedback to estimate the nonlin-502

ear terms of power flow and ZIP load models at time t. In this503

paper, we assume a widespread coverage of meters throughout504

the network. The leader and follower controllers have access505

to the instantaneous measurements of line flow and voltage.1506

Thus, the nonlinear terms ε
p
ij,φ,t, ε

q
ij,φ,t and εv

i,φ,t in (4b)–(4d) at507

time t can be estimated as constants with the system feedback508

measurements from previous time t − 1 as,509

ε
p
ij,φ,t = Re

{(

Sm
ij,φ,t−1 � vm

i,φ,t−1

)

�
(

vm
i,φ,t−1 − vm

j,φ,t−1

)}

,510

(13)511

ε
q
ij,φ,t = Im

{(

Sm
ij,φ,t−1 � vm

i,φ,t−1

)

�
(

vm
i,φ,t−1 − vm

j,φ,t−1

)}

,512

(14)513

εv
i,φ,t =

[

zij

((

Sm
ij,φ,t−1

)∗ �
(

vm
i,φ,t−1

)∗)]

514

�
[

z∗ij
(

Sm
ij,φ,t−1 � vm

i,φ,t−1

)]

, (15)515

where the Sm
ij,φ,t−1 ∈ R3×1, vm

i,φ,t−1 ∈ R3×1 and vm
j,φ,t−1 ∈516

R3×1 are the instantaneous three-phase apparent power and517

1If line flow measurements are not available, one can approximately
estimate them through the linearized power flow model.

Algorithm 1 Online and Asynchronous Implementations of
Distributed VVO-CVR

1: Initialization: Set t = 0 and choose x(0), zn(0), n =
1, . . . , NS.

2: repeat
3: t← t + 1.
4: If leader controller receives the newly updated zB,n and

λn from some follower controller n, then Mt ←Mt−1 ∪
{n}.

5: Let z̃t
B,n ← zt

B,n,
˜λt

n ← λt
n, n ∈ Mt and z̃t

B,n ←
z̃t−1

B,n ,˜λt
n ←˜λt−1

n , n /∈Mt.
6: if |Mt| ≥ ˜NS then
7: Update xt+1 by (7) using z̃t

B,n.
8: Send xt+1

B,n to follower controller n ∈Mt.
9: Reset Mt ← ∅.

10: end if
11: for every n ∈ N t do
12: Update zt+1

n by (8).
13: Update λt+1

n by (9).
14: Send zt+1

B,n and λt+1
n to leader controller.

15: end for
16: for every n /∈ N t do
17: Let zt+1

n ← zt
n and λt+1

n ← λt
n.

18: end for
19: Update ρt by (10)–(12).
20: Update reactive power output of inverters as per zt+1

n .
21: Update the nonlinear terms ε

p
ij,φ,t, ε

q
ij,φ,t and εv

i,φ,t by
(13)–(15) with measurements feedback from the system.

22: Update the estimation of the nonlinear term v̄i,φ,t in
ZIP loads (16)–(18) with measurements feedback from the
system.

23: until t terminates.

voltage measurements feedback from the system at time t−1. 518

Similarly, to handle the non-convexity due to the nonlinear 519

part
√

vi,φ,t in active/reactive ZIP loads, we use the first- 520

order Talyor expansion to linearize it around the instantaneous 521

voltage measurements vm
i,φ,t−1 as, 522

v̄i,φ,t = vm
i,φ,t−1 523

+ 1

2

(

vm
i,φ,t−1

)−1 �
(

vi,φ,t − vm
i,φ,t−1 � vm

i,φ,t−1

)

, 524

(16) 525

where v̄i,φ,t ∈ R3×1 is the estimation of the nonlinear term 526√
vi,φ,t. Therefore, the active and reactive ZIP loads in (4e) 527

and (4f) are re-written as follows, 528

pZIP
i,φ,t � pL

i,φ,t �
(

kp
i,1 · vi,φ,t + kp

i,2 · v̄i,φ,t + kp
i,3

)

, (17) 529

qZIP
i,φ,t � qL

i,φ,t �
(

kq
i,1 · vi,φ,t + kq

i,2 · v̄i,φ,t + kq
i,3

)

. (18) 530

In this way, the above feedback-based linear approxima- 531

tion method with online system measurements can make 532

the sub-problems of leader and follower controllers convex 533

and can be efficiently solved. Due to the distributed solu- 534

tion algorithm, the original large-scale centralized VVO-CVR 535

problem is decomposed to several sub-problems for leader 536
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Fig. 3. A real primary-secondary distribution feeder in Midwest U.S. [28],
consisting one MV primary network and forty-four LV secondary networks.

controller of primary network and follower controllers of sec-537

ondary networks, implying better a scalability. This is exactly538

an inherent advantage of distributed optimization techniques.539

The detailed procedure of the online async-ADMM is shown540

in Algorithm 1. The Mt denotes the set of follower con-541

trollers whose local updates have arrived at leader controller542

at iteration t and N t denotes set of follower controllers that543

receives the newly updated xB,n at iteration t. During the544

iteration, if the nth follower controller n /∈ N t, which does545

not update the variable at iteration t, then the values of xB,n,546

zB,n and λn and xB,n remain unchanged until the newly updated547

values come.548

V. CASE STUDIES549

A. Simulation Setup550

A real-world distribution feeder located in Midwest551

U.S. [28] in Fig. 3 is used to illustrate our proposed scheme.552

This real feeder is shared by our utility partner, which consists553

of one primary network and forty-four secondary networks.554

The primary network is denoted by overhead lines (blue) and555

underground lines (red), and the secondary network is denoted556

by a circled capital letter S. Each secondary network includes557

a service transformer, a secondary circuit with multiple cus-558

tomers and DERs. We have two reasons for choosing this real559

distribution feeder as the test system: (i) The real distribution560

grid model [28] is an integrated primary-secondary distribu-561

tion, which can be used to verify our proposed distributed CVR562

model. While most of the IEEE standard distribution systems,563

Fig. 4. Time-series multipliers of load demand and PV power.

TABLE I
SELECTED PARAMETERS

such as IEEE 13-bus system and IEEE 123-bus system, only 564

have primary network. (ii) Customers in the real distribution 565

grid model [28] are equipped with smart meters, which can 566

help us to achieve the proposed online feedback-based linear 567

approximation method. 568

The time-series multiplier of load demand and solar power 569

with 1-minute time resolution are shown in Fig. 4. In the 570

case study, PV smart inverters are installed in the secondary 571

networks and the total capacity of PV can serve 30% load. 572

The base voltages in the primary distribution network and the 573

secondary networks are 13.8 kV and 0.208 kV, respectively. 574

The base power value is 100 kVA. The selected parameters 575

for simulations are summarized in Table I, where the choice 576

of hyper-parameters depends on cross-validation. In general, 577

a bad choice of hyper-parameter will affect the convergence 578

speed and the results. For example, a very large value of the 579

initial penalty factor ρ may lead to a sub-optimal solution, 580

while a too small value of ρ will cause a slow conver- 581

gence speed. The choice of updating factor μ has the similar 582

impacts on convergence speed and results. In Table I, the ZIP 583

coefficients of active and reactive loads follow [29]. 584

We develop a simulation framework in MATLAB R2019b, 585

which integrates YALMIP Toolbox with IBM ILOG CPLEX 586

12.9 solver for optimization, and the Open Distribution System 587

Simulator (OpenDSS) for power flow analysis. The OpenDSS 588

can be controlled from MATLAB through a component object 589

model interface, allowing us to carry out the feedback-based 590

linear approximation, performing power flow calculations, and 591

retrieving the feedback results. In this section, we present 592

the convergence analysis to show the impact of asynchronous 593

update on convergence speed. We also demonstrate the effec- 594

tiveness of our proposed method through numerical eval- 595

uations on several benchmarks to study load consumption 596
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Fig. 5. Convergence speed of the proposed distributed method with
synchronous and asynchronous implementation.

reduction through CVR implementation: (i) The base case is597

generated by setting the unity-power factor control mode for598

all PV inverters where no additional reactive power support is599

considered. (ii) The VVO-CVR problem is solved by a central-600

ized solver, where the nonlinear terms ε
p
ij, ε

q
ij and εv

ij in power601

flow equations are neglected. (iii) The VVO-CVR problem602

is solved by the proposed distributed method, which requires603

globally synchronous updates between the leader controller604

and all the follower controllers. (iv) The VVO-CVR problem is605

solved by the proposed distributed method with asynchronous606

updates. The performance testing for different numbers of sec-607

ondary networks (follower controllers) in the asynchronous608

distributed algorithm will be presented, where the secondary609

networks are random selected in each iteration to imitate the610

possible communication failure or delay in the practical cases.611

For example, if the number of secondary networks (follower612

controllers) is set to be 20 in the asynchronous implemen-613

tation, it will have 20 follower controllers to update and614

communicate with the leader controller in each iteration. The615

rest of follower controllers, which are not selected, will remain616

unchanged in this iteration.617

B. Convergence Analysis618

The logarithm values of the norm of primal residuals (11)619

with synchronous and different asynchronous communication620

settings are illustrated in Fig. 5, which can be considered as621

one indicator of the convergence speed for the synchronous622

and asynchronous updates with different numbers of secondary623

networks (follower controllers). It can be observed that, if624

there is no communication failure or delay, the proposed625

distributed algorithm with the standard ADMM can achieve626

the best convergence speed; the asynchronous implementa-627

tion with 20 or 30 activated secondary networks (follower628

controllers) can still guarantee the convergence with an accept-629

able speed; while the performance of convergence with 10 or630

even less secondary networks (follower controllers) are not as631

good as other cases. Hence, there is a trade-off between the632

Fig. 6. Convergence speed of the proposed distributed method by considering
the potential failure of the primary network (leader controller).

work stress/need on communication system and the conver- 633

gence performance. The principle of partial barrier is balancing 634

the trade-off between the work stress/need on communication 635

system and the performance of convergence. In our case, the 636

threshold of the number of secondary networks (follower con- 637

trollers) is 20 to maintain the calculation accuracy. Here, the 638

acceptable speed can be quantified as: if the primal residuals 639

is lower than 10−3 within 30 iterations, then we consider the 640

convergence speed is acceptable. Keep in mind that the thresh- 641

olds may vary in different cases, which should be adjusted 642

accordingly. 643

The distributed leader-follower methods may suffer from 644

the reliability issues when considering the potential failure 645

of the leader controller. To show the impacts of the poten- 646

tial failure of the primary network (leader controller), the 647

convergence speeds of normal communication and commu- 648

nication failure of primary network (leader controller) are 649

compared. In this case, we assume that the primary network 650

(leader controller) could have communication failure by not 651

updating its own sub-problem and communicating with sec- 652

ondary networks (follower controllers) during 30th to 50th 653

iteration, then recover the communication at 51st iteration. In 654

Fig. 6, it can be observed that the overall convergence speed 655

is still acceptable even the primary network (leader controller) 656

fails to update and communicate for 20 iterations. Therefore, 657

our proposed distributed algorithm is still efficient for cer- 658

tain level of communication failure of primary network (leader 659

controller). 660

C. Effect of Online Feedback-Based Approximation 661

To show the effect of online feedback measurements, we 662

solve the VVO-based CVR problem at a fixed point (at 19:00) 663

with different control strategies in centralized and distributed 664

manners. The iterative objective function values (the active 665

power flow through substation) are recorded in Fig. 7. Even 666

though the difference of the objective solutions between the 667

centralized solver (blue dashed line) and the proposed dis- 668

tributed method (red line) is about 0.26% after nearly 50 669

iteration, the proposed method can still achieve a better result 670

than the centralized method. It is because the proposed dis- 671

tributed method can use measurements feedback from the 672
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Fig. 7. Objection function values under a fixed-point test.

Fig. 8. Difference between the accurate ZIP load and the approximate ZIP
load.

system to approximate the nonlinear terms successively, while673

the centralized method neglects the nonlinear terms.674

To show the effect of approximation of the nonlinear part675 √
vi,φ,t in (16), we calculate the difference between the accu-676

rate ZIP load and the approximate ZIP load with a given time677

series voltage (1-minute time resolution). The accurate ZIP678

load at time t is calculated based on the original ZIP load679

model (4e)–(4f) with the instantaneous voltage at time t. While680

the approximate ZIP load is estimated based on (16)–(18) with681

the voltage measurement of previous time t − 1. In Fig. 8, it682

can be observed that if the voltage difference between t and683

t − 1 is not large, then the differences between the accurate684

ZIP load and approximate ZIP load are ranging from −10−5
685

to 10−5, which is acceptable.686

D. Grid-Edge Voltage Profile687

In real distribution system, most loads and residential688

DERs are connected to secondary networks. If the secondary689

networks are simplified by using aggregate models in primary690

network, it will hinder the performance of grid-edge voltage691

regulation. To show the importance of considering detailed692

models of secondary networks in CVR implementation, two693

cases are presented: we solve the optimal CVR with and with-694

out considering detailed secondary network models, then input695

the optimal reactive power dispatch results of smart inverters696

in the distribution system to evaluate the CVR performance.697

If the secondary networks are not considered in the optimal698

Fig. 9. Nodal voltage profiles with and without the secondary networks.

Fig. 10. Reactive power output of two smart inverters as examples.

CVR, the optimal reactive power setting at each primary node 699

has to be proportionally distributed to PV inverters in the sec- 700

ondary networks. The primary and secondary nodal voltage 701

profiles of the two cases are presented in Fig. 9, respectively. 702

It can be observed that the grid-edge voltages can be well reg- 703

ulated if both primary and secondary networks are considered 704

in the optimal CVR. However, the grid-edge voltage within 705

one secondary network is 0.9377 p.u., which violates the volt- 706

age lower limit 0.95 p.u. by 1.3%, if we only consider the 707

primary network and aggregate secondary networks as nodal 708

injections. 709

E. Reactive Power Output of Smart Inverters 710

In this test case, there are forty-four secondary networks, 711

and each secondary network are installed with two smart 712

inverters, one in the middle and one in the end of the secondary 713

network. Note that the optimal position and sizing of inverter 714

are not included in the scope of this work. To show the reactive 715

power of inverters in a clear way, we select two inverters as 716

examples with different reactive power behaviors. As shown 717

in Fig. 10, the inverter 1 (blue curve) is installed in the end of 718

the secondary network, where the reactive power injections are 719

always required to maintain the voltage above the lower volt- 720

age limit; while the inverter 2 (red dashed curve) is installed in 721

the middle of the secondary network, where the reactive power 722

injection and absorbing are both required to maintain the volt- 723

age within predefined voltage limits. Therefore, the reactive 724

power output of inverter will be affected by the installation 725
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Fig. 11. Substation feed-in active power with different control strategies.

TABLE II
ENERGY CONSUMPTION RESULTS WITH

DIFFERENT CONTROL STRATEGIES

positions. In our case, it is possible that the reactive power726

outputs of inverter reach its capacity. For example, because the727

inverter 1 is installed in the end of a long secondary feeder, our728

proposed optimal CVR determines inverter 1 to inject enough729

reactive powers, which satisfy both the reactive power capacity730

constraints and voltage limit constraints.731

F. Comparison Between Different Control Strategies732

To show the time-series simulation, the VVO-CVR is733

performed in a daily operation of the integrated primary-734

secondary distribution grid (with 1-minute time resolution)735

with different control strategies in centralized and distributed736

manners, respectively. Note that the online implementation of737

the async-ADMM method is used here, where the nonlinear738

terms of the network and load models are approximated with739

the power and voltage measurements feedback from the system740

with the last-minute dispatch. Existing studies [30], [31] have741

been conducted based on smart meters with 1-minute time742

resolution. Therefore, the online implementation of the async-743

ADMM method can by achieved by using 1-minute time744

resolution measurements sent by smart meters. We also assume745

that the change of the system is not that large within 1-minute,746

so that the measurements from the last-minute can still be used747

to approximate the nonlinear term for the next minute.748

The active power supplies from the substation of the base749

case (without control), centralized CVR (CCVR) and dis-750

tributed async. CVR (DACVR) with 20 secondary networks751

(follower controllers) are shown in Fig. 11. As can be752

observed, the proposed method can effectively reduce the753

power supply from substation, especially during the peak load 754

period, e.g., 16:00–20:00. To verify the online performance 755

of the proposed distributed method, we compare the time- 756

series solutions of the CCVR (green curve) with DACVR 757

with 20 followers (purple dotted curve). It can be seen that, 758

the DACVR with 20 followers can provide a similar control 759

performance to CCVR. Therefore, when there are at least 20 760

follower controllers updating and communicating with leader 761

controller in the asynchronous implementation, a good control 762

performance can be achieved. 763

The numerical comparisons of total energy consumption 764

over one day and the energy reduction are presented in Table II 765

among the base case, CCVR, and distributed sync. CVR 766

(DSCVR) and DACVR with 20 followers. Compared to the 767

base case, the VVO-based CVR method can achieve the energy 768

reduction around 13.2% to 13.6%. In theory, the differences 769

between CCVR, DSCVR and DACVR shall be small, because 770

they are solving the similar VVO-CVR problems. The rea- 771

sons why they do not have the exact same solution are: (i) 772

Because of the missing nonlinear terms in power flow calcula- 773

tions, CCVR cannot obtain the accurate solution; (ii) DACVR 774

obtain the solution by receiving updates from limited num- 775

ber of secondary networks (follower controllers). Based on 776

the comparison between CCVR and DSCVR and DACVR, it 777

can be seen that the total energy consumption results from the 778

CCVR, DSCVR and DACVR are very similar, and DSCVR 779

yields slightly better results than other two cases. This is 780

because DSCVR has the online power and voltage feedback 781

measurements from the system to accurately approximate the 782

nonlinear terms of the power flow calculations and ZIP load 783

models. While the nonlinear terms ε
p
ij,φ,t, ε

q
ij,φ,t and εv

i,φ,t are 784

neglected in CCVR, this offline linear approximation method 785

may bring inaccurate power flow and bus voltage compu- 786

tations, consequently, hindering the CVR performance. The 787

energy reduction of DACVR is also slightly less than DSCVR, 788

because DACVR only receives updates from limited number 789

of follower controllers, while DSCVR can receive updates 790

from all follower controllers. It is concluded that DACVR can 791

still obtain a good energy reduction performance with updates 792

from limited number of follower controllers. Compared to 793

CCVR, the advantages of the proposed DSCVR and DACVR 794

can be summarized as follows: (i) The CCVR is disadvanta- 795

geous on scalability, because CCVR must solve a large-scale 796

VVO-CVR problem. With increasing size of decision models, 797

the computation burden of CCVR increases extensively. While 798

the proposed DSCVR and DACVR decompose the large-scale 799

problem into multiple small-scale sub problems, therefore, the 800

computation burden is reduced. (ii) In the proposed DSCVR 801

and DACVR, the data privacy and ownership of customers 802

are respected, including local consumption measurement data 803

and cost functions. However, CCVR requires the system-wide 804

collection of data, and a costly communication infrastructure 805

to enable information passing between a control center and 806

regulation devices. (iii) Moreover, the CCVR are susceptible 807

to single point of failure. While DACVR is resilient against 808

agent communication failure or limited communication. 809

In Fig. 12, the 1440-minute time-varying voltage profiles of 810

the base case and DACVR with 20 followers are compared. 811
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Fig. 12. Voltage profiles with different control strategies (each line represents
a phase-wise voltage magnitude of a bus).

Each line represents a phase-wise voltage magnitude of a bus.812

As shown in Fig. 12(a), where there is no reactive power con-813

trol in the base case, there are voltage violations of the lower814

limit 0.95 p.u., during the heavy-load periods, e.g., 16:00–815

20:00. On the other hand, when the CVR is implemented816

with optimal reactive power control, the system achieves maxi-817

mum voltage reduction while maintains voltage levels with the818

predefined range [0.95,1.05] p.u., as shown in Fig. 12(b).819

VI. CONCLUSION820

To better regulate voltages at the grid-edge while imple-821

menting CVR in distribution system, a distributed VVO-CVR822

algorithm is developed to optimally coordinate the smart823

inverters in unbalanced three-phase integrated primary-824

secondary distribution systems. In order to handle the825

non-convexity of power flow and ZIP load models, a feedback-826

based linear approximation method has been proposed to827

successively estimate the nonlinear terms in these models. An828

ADMM-based distributed framework is established to solve829

the optimal CVR problem in a leader-follower distributed fash-830

ion, where the primary system corresponds to the leader con-831

troller and each secondary system corresponds to a follower832

controller. We further address its asynchronous implementa-833

tion with a frozen strategy that allows asynchronous updates.834

Simulation results on a real Midwest U.S. distribution feeder835

have validated the robustness and effectiveness of the proposed836

method. According to the case studies, we have shown that: 837

(1) With a reasonable setting of asynchronous update, the 838

proposed async-ADMM method is able to guarantee the con- 839

vergence with acceptable speed. (2) Compared to using aggre- 840

gate models of secondary networks, the grid-edge voltages 841

can be better regulated with detailed secondary network mod- 842

els in the proposed CVR implementation. (3) With the online 843

feedback-based linear approximation, the proposed VVO-CVR 844

can achieve good performance of energy/voltage reductions 845

while maintaining voltage level in predefined ranges. 846
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